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Abstract: Smart cities must have all the important characteristics to achieve their intended goals. Proper traffic 
management and controlling, increased surveillance and safety, and enhanced management and avoidance of 
incidents must be the priorities of smart cities. Meanwhile, license plate recognition (LPR) has become the most 
debatable topic in the research community due to various real-time applications, such as “law enforcement, toll-free 
processing, access control, and traffic surveillance.” Automated LPR is a technique based on computer vision to 
recognize vehicles with their number plates. 
This study discusses various “Deep Learning based LPR” techniques to detect and identify “alphanumeric characters” 
in number plate. The projected model works on “license based detection” and “character recognition.” This technique 
uses “Optical Character Recognition (OCR)” technology to detect and extract the alphanumerical numbers from the 
license plate.  This study is based on secondary data collected from various studies conducted on Licence Plate 
Recognition using various Deep Learning models published in databases like Google Scholar, Science Direct, NCBI, 
etc.  
Deep learning has been used widely in applications related to computer vision in recent years with great perfection. It 
is a great solution for modern and traditional image processing, object detection, and feature extraction issues. It has 
been widely used in different stages of LPR like character segmentation, license plate recognition, and OCR. 

Keywords: Deep learning, OCR, LPR, Licence Plate Recognition, Optical Character Recognition, traffic management, 

traffic surveillance, smart cities. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Number of vehicles is constantly growing with modernization and constant economic growth in India. Road safety is 

important for citizens with “automated license plate recognition (ALPR)” process in smart cities. There are various 

real-time benefits of adopting “license plate recognition (LPR)” technique, such as access control for “car parking [1], 

toll-free collection [2], and road traffic control [3].  ALPR is the most common research area which has got a lot of 

attention over the years. A lot of applications are there to deploy surveillance and smart transportation systems, while 

enhancing computation complexity and digital camera.  

These “systems are designed to detect vehicles with number plates. These systems enable automatic recognition 

and identification of license plates of vehicles in real-time. After capturing the front view of the vehicle through camera, 

the image is transferred into the system as input to test, detect, and filter the plate with vision-based algorithms. The 

character is segmented through identification process in detected area after its recognition. Recognizing and 

identifying license plates are two different things. There are several deep learning models for different styles of number 

plates like font type, font size, colour of backdrop, and shape, or for conditions like camera angle, motion, occlusion, 

lighting, etc.  

A. Background 

Traditionally, machine learning models are used for LPR to highlight key features in the image of licence plate. These 

models collect some morphological items and might have complex backdrop and noise in image. Deep learning 
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models have computerised feature selection from pictures by learning to identify data with different filters. One of the 

most effective and cutting-edge deep learning models is “Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)” which has been widely 

used in computer vision fields like recognizing handwriting, visual objects, texts, etc. in recent years [4][5].  

Since it is not easy to identify the position of license plate, various location-based CNN algorithms can be used for 

detecting objects precisely and rapidly. The available models based on deep learning are categorized into 

“segmentation-free” and “segmentation-based” models. The “segmentation-based” model conducts the task of 

segmentation to separate characters and identify specific characters. On the other side, “segmentation-free” model 

detects characters rather than separating with “Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)” and other architectural algorithms. 

Localizing the bounding boxes of licence plate of the vehicle from actual input picture is one of the detection 

processes. Its outcome affects precision of detection process. Various LPR models are implemented and proposed 

in this study. The traditional machine learning models with manual features rely on specific descriptors like colour, 

edges, and textures [7]. LPR can detect homogenous location of the text by detecting characters directly from the 

picture [5]. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEWS 

License plate recognition (LPR) and “vehicle identification” have been the hot topics in recent years as they have the 

core competencies of smart transportation. Several studies have been done on using deep learning techniques for 

this application area.   

Wang et al [8] reviewed various deep learning techniques for “vehicle reidentification”. These techniques are 

organized and categorized into “local features, metric learning, representation learning, attention mechanism, and 

unsupervised learning.” These techniques were compared and researchers discovered potential research directions 

and challenges in this field. Boukerche and Ma[9] reviewed deep learning models for “vision-based automated vehicle 

recognition (VAVR)”. They proposed several datasets for vehicle recognition in VAVR as well as research trends and 

challenges, and features of VAVR approaches.  

A VAVR approach has been proposed by “Llorca et al. [10] on the basis of geometric modelling and look of car 

emblems from “rear view pictures”. They used “linear SVM classifier” and “HOG features” and achieved 93.75% 

accuracy on a dataset which consists of 1.342 images of 52 car generations and models. Lee et al. [11] used 

“SqueezeNet architecture” with “bypass connections” for recognition of car models and makes with front views. They 

achieved 96.3% accuracy with 108.8 ms of inference time. Similarly, Manzoor et al. [12] used “SVM classifiers and 

classical random forest” to achieve 35.7 pictures per second of inference speed and 97.89% of maximum accuracy. 

These models have shown remarkable performance but none of them took the most of temporal redundancies in 

terms of video streaming as proposed in this study.  

Shashirangana et al. [13] used ALPR approaches and recent techniques. They identified existing research and 

development challenges and categorized deep learning approaches in “multi-stage object detection deep learning 

methods” and “single-stage deep learning methods.” A lot of studies were done in vehicle identification and LPR. A 

deep learning approach is proposed by Liu et al [14] to “progressive vehicle reidentification (PROVID)”. They accepted 

two methods for progressive search, i.e., a “course-to-fine search” process to extract attributes like appearance with 

a CNN algorithm and a “near-to-distant search” approach for “Siamese neural network-based verification of license 

plate.” They also used surveillance videos to develop “VeRi-776” dataset.  

Selmi et al. [15] developed a “LP detection and recognition system” on the basis of deep learning approach with 

“character recognition, segmentation, and detection”. They applied various morphological operations like “fine 

contours, adaptive thresholding, and geometric filtering” before application of three steps. It is based on CNN and 

objects detected are categorized into “plate/no plate categories”. Then, they recognized upper-case characters (A-Z) 

and digits from 0 to 9 with 37 classes of CNN model. Kessentini et al.[16] also detected and recognized license plates 

in multiple languages.  

Chen[17] used YOLO algorithm to detect license plates. They made changes in the previous YOLO algorithm to come 

up with 36 models in a “single-class detector”. There was a sliding window for all categories to avoid issues related 

to “small object detection” they applied their model in licence plates of a Taiwan’s car. They tested their proposed 

system in various conditions like darkness, rain, saturation, and various colours.  
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A. Research Gap 

Deep learning models are widely used these days to localize the license plates of vehicles. CNN models are especially 

used for detection of text areas in input image. Later on, another “4-layer plate/non-plate CNN model” is used for 

differentiation of license plates from usual characters. Montazzolli& Jung [18] used “FAST-YOLO” classification model 

to detect frontal view of vehicles from the image. They extracted the details of licence plate from the front view. 

Rakhraet al [19] used a “pipeline architecture” with a range of deep CNNs for detection of licence plate” in various 

situations. They also used several designs of licence plates in the architecture. But it is originally designed to detect 

Arabian text. Hence, this study adds to the existing knowledge by presenting effective deep learning methods for LPR 

and identifying alphanumeric characters.  

B. Research Question 

• What are the effective and robust “deep learning systems used for licence plate recognition?” 

C. Research Objective 

• To propose effective “deep learning models used for license plate recognition” 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In order to provide a deep insight to various DL based methods and techniques used in ALPR, this study is based on 

secondary data collected from various studies published in peer-reviewed journals and databases. Literature search 

was conducted to identify relevant articles using keyword search method, which consists of keywords like “deep 

learning,” “automatic license plate recognition”, “LPR”, “licence plate recognition”, “CNN”, etc.  

4. ANALYSIS OF STUDY 

Researchers have paid a lot of attention on deep learning in the field of license plate recognition [20]. A lot of models 

have been used for character recognition, such as “Hybrid Discriminative Restricted Boltzmann Machine, Hidden 

Markov model, Support Vector Machine (SVM) (which has been used in license plates in China, Iran and Thailand) 

[21]-[23]. Template matching is used to recognize characters with fixed-size, not rotated, and single-font properties 

[24]-[28]. In addition, “Artificial Neural Network (ANN)” has got a lot of attention as it is capable to classify license 

plates [29]. A lot of approaches have been developed to recognize numbers and letters on license plates after passing 

the detection process. The character recognition approaches have been classified into two categories by 

Anagnostopoulos et al. [24] – pattern matching and classifiers (Table 1).  

Table I. Deep Learning Approaches for Licence Plate Recognition [30] 

Categories Approaches Description 

Classifiers 

“Computational 

Intelligence” 

“Adaptive resonance theory neural networks” 

“Probabilistic neural networks” 

“Multi-layered feed-forward neural networks” 

“Self-organized neural networks” 

“Learning vector quantization neural network” 

“Statistical 

Classifiers” 

Hidden Markov models 

“Likelihood models in tree structure” 

SVM 

Pattern 

Matching 

“Template 

Matching” 

“Hausdorff distance” 

“Normalized cross correlation” 

“Root mean squared error (RMSE) for all the template changes” 

“Image partition: zoning, projections, contour distance, segment count” 
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A lot of algorithms have been used in license plate recognition as mentioned in Table 1. The relevant models and 

methods have shown their great performance. For instance, the “Hidden Markov model” is among the best classifiers 

used to recognize license plates like SVMs [22] [23]. In addition, the “artificial neural network (ANN)” has achieved a 

lot of attention as it can classify license plates [29]. It has been used widely for template matching [26]-[28] [33]. This 

method creates templates of A-Z letters or letters printed in other languages and number from the dataset. 

Then, these templates can match the feature of each number and letter on the licence plate. Even though this 

approach has been highly efficient in license plate recognition, it is still not capable to manage characters with several 

positions [22] [24] [25]. Along with these models, a lot of attention is given to “Convolutional Neural Network (CNN),” 

a novel deep learning model because of its significant prediction and classification performance. It has been used 

recently in license plate recognition [34].  

A. “MobileNets and Inception-v3” 

These are some of the deep learning methods. The “Inception-v3” is an upgraded version of GoogLeNet aka 

Inception-v1 [31] [35] [36]. GoogLeNet was the novel concept of CNN with inception module which is designed to find 

the ideal construction in every layer. Each layer of inception was designed with various convolution nodes like “1x1, 

3x3, and 5x5) and 3x3 max pooling node” (Fig. 1).   

 

Fig. 1 A flowchart of GoogLeNet Inception Module 

Source – Szegedy et al. (2015) 

A new concept was implemented by Inception-v3 into inception node. The convolution node was factored and became 

smaller. For instance, one “nxn kernel is factorized into nx1 and 1xn kernels” (Figure 2). Better performance is 

achieved with Inception-v3 as compared to original one for both time saving and accuracy in image recognition 

(Szegedy et al, 2016).  

 

Fig. 2  Factorization in Inception-v3 [35] 
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However, the size of training model was the main issue behind GoogLeNet. MobileNets is another model that 

outperforms GoogLeNet in scalability [31]. Developed by Howard et al. [31], MobileNets reduces the size of the model 

for mobile version with the “Depthwise Separable Convolution” technique (Fig. 3). It can be closely accurate to 

“Inception-v3” but its size is quite small.  

 

Fig. 3 “Depthwise Separable Convolution used by MobileNets [31] 

B. “Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD)” 

MobileNets and Inception-v3 are the deep learning approaches for licence plate recognition. Image segmentation is 

also required for complete image recognition process. These two models are not sufficient to perform both processes 

simultaneously. The “Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD)” is another technique to solve this issue [37]. SSD can 

create an area or “bounding boxof each segment with high odds to be similar object in the picture. It can work with 

other LP recognition techniques to detect various “object bounding boxes” and their categories (Fig. 4).  

 

Fig. 4 An illustration of MobileNets and SSD [31] 
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C. DL-VLPNR Model 

Vetriselvi et al. [38]proposed the “Deep Learning based Vehicle Licence Plate Number Recognition (DL-VLPNR)” 

model (Fig. 5). There are two key stages of DL-VLPNR model. First of all, Inception V2 and “Faster Regions with 

Convolutional Neural Networks (RCNN)” models are used for detecting number plates. Then, the Tesseract OCR 

model is used to detect characters in the number plate. The “Tesseract OCR” model can observe the alphanumeric 

characters in the licence plate. This Tesseract model is trained for accuracy, which consists of developing characters 

in the image which should be predicted with the given fonts.” 

 

Fig. A The Roadmap of “DL-VLPNR Model” [38] 

There are two key stages of “Faster RCNN” – “Fast RCNN and “Region Based Proposals (RPN)” techniques. When 

trusted feature rules restrict the RPN, the objects are being explored by “Fast R-CNN model.” The outcome of 

identification is given to RPN for creating region proposals. The whole image is obtained by the “Faster RCNN” model 

and value of “object proposals” as input to foresee the unusual aspects in input image (Fig. 6) [39].  
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Fig 6 “Faster RCNN Model” [39] 

D. Tesseract OCR Engine 

Fig. 7 illustrates the overall pipeline of OCR engine named “Tesseract”. First of all, “Adaptive Thresholding” changed 

the picture into binary vision with “Otsu’s approach.”The next step here is “Page layout analysis” and is applicable to 

extract text blocks in the area. Then texts are split into words and baselines are detected in each line while applying 

fuzzy spaces and limited spaces.   

 

Fig. 7 Tesseract-based Recognition Process [38] 

The outlines of the characters are gathered from the words. Text is recognized as “2-pass method”. Word recognition 

is done in the first pass while applying static classification. Every word is passed to “adaptive classifier” as training 

data. Second pass is run with a “novel adaptive classification” approach where words are not tested to retest the unit 

[38].   
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E. YOLOv4 

YOLOv4 is the module designed to detect number plate from the frame of video clip or image. It can use any single 

shot or region-based detector. YOLOv4 is well known for its accuracy and good speed to detect small objects. Sanyam 

[40] implemented YOLOv4 with darknet framework. Darknet is a neural network-based open-source model which is 

written in CUDA and C programming languages. The “CSPDarknet53 CNN” is the backbone of YOLOv4 to detect 

objects and use Darknet53 with 53 “convolutional layers”. Darknet needs a few lines of code and is very simple to 

use and install. Data is important for an AI application and the most important and first steps. The vehicle dataset of 

“Google Open Images” is used to train the YOLOv4 detector. This open-source dataset contains thousands of pictures 

of objects with annotations for segmentation and object detection. There are 300 validation and 1500 training images 

in the dataset in YOLO format (Fig. 8).  

 

 

Fig. 8  An illustration of Open Images Dataset [40] 
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The model needs to be trained, but before training, it is important to modify the “config file (.cfg).” Subdivision, batch 

size, and classes are the parameters that should be modified. It is vital to judge the performance of the trained model 

on unseen data. It is ideal to know whether there is overfitting or best performing model. The “Mean Average Precision 

(mAP)” is a metric for object detection. The comparison is made between the “predicted bounding box” and “detected 

bounding box” on high-level explanation and “mAP” score is returned. This code saves the chart for training process 

to achieve 90% mAP in 5.3 seconds after performing 3000 epochs (Fig. 9).  

 

Fig. 9 Training Process Chart for mAP score [40] 

F. Template Matching 

It is the simplest deep learning approach for LPR. This cross-correlation approach compares or calculates the 

similarity of character which is extracted using the set of template characters. It selects the character which comes 

up with the highest match among the images. The grey level may be affected by the change in lighting which 

intensifies in the image. Hence, this approach is ideal for binary images. Slimani et al. [42] used template matching 

to detect the characters which are segmented with four different sets of licence plates in Moroccan format with success 

rates of “98.1%, 96.37%, 93.07%, and 92.52%” in a row. Several researchers have proposed the use of template 

matching in their studies[33][43]-[48] . The characters are scanned in every column to match with the templates. The 

top match is found with highest correlation value. However, characters should not be tilted, broken, resized, and be 

in different fonts for proper use of Template Matching [41].  

5. RESULTS 

Some of the licence plate recognition systems can use simple techniques of image processing under controlled 

environments for typical types of licence plates. However, some cutting-edge license plate recognition systems use 

specific object detectors like CNN, HOG, YOLO, SVM, etc. Further smart and state-of-the-art ANPR systems use 
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dedicated software powered by “Neural Network techniques” which have AI capabilities. Machine learning and 

computer vision are used in ANPR like in other areas. ANPR becomes challenging due to high diversity of licence 

plates across countries, states, and territories. The “Number Plate identification” is further complicated by any model 

which should work at the same time. Hence, ANPR can also be empowered by CV, AI, and machine learning 

techniques.  

Chou & Liu [49] provided a collection of good references for novel researchers in the field of licence plate recognition. 

However, the performance of those techniques is not compared for accuracy. Bakhtan et al. [50] explored the 

performance of several models used from 1999 to 2015 for ANPR system. They didn’t find stable efficiency of ANPR 

system and there was also change in performance because of factors like environmental condition, noise, and choice 

for models training and algorithm. Vetriselvi et al. [38] also proposed “DL-VLPNR” model to analyse and identify 

vehicle’s licence plates. It is based on “Inception V2 and Faster RCNN” models for detection of alphanumeric 

characters. Then, it uses Tesseract OCR algorithm to extract the numbers and characters.  

For better speed, YOLO-tiny is recommended to use for license plate recognition. But for better speed and accuracy, 

YOLOv4 is highly recommended by the researchers. To get the best results of OCR, it is also suggested to use a 

tracker for ALPR. Computer vision has a lot of amazing applications with recent improvements in deep learning, such 

as autonomous driving to precise recognition of objects to reading images automatically in several applications. YOLO 

can be evaluated and trained for real-time object detection.  

6. CONCLUSION 

This study collected an in-depth insight to various deep learning methods proposed by various researchers for licence 

plate recognition. These algorithms are based on complex computing, digitizing, and optical features which may be 

slow for recognition.  The commercially available ANPR systems may not provide a standard set of features because 

each company should provide an optimized system for various countries. The system which is developed should be 

designed as per the region where it is being deployed, considering the factors which might affect its efficiency. Usually, 

OCR engines are optimized for particular countries to ensure that the engine or library required is installed on the 

camera. All in all, there are strengths and weaknesses of each ANPR system.  
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